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A series of four articles concerning the Naval
Air Development Center was published in the
P h i l a d e l p h i a I n q u i r e r . The purpose of the articles
was to make residents of the Philadelphia area aware
of this important Navy research and development
facility.
The articlesare reproduced here with the
generous permission of the Philadelphia Inquirer.
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Johnsville Center Leads N
By JOSEPH DUNPBY
Of The inquirer Staff
First in a Series
INCE the later stages of
World War II, Johnsville
Naval Air Development Center
has been improving the Navy’s air capabilities through

S

research and development of
aeronautical
systems
and
components and through work
in aviation medicine.
Its history is filled with patent awards and citations for
outstanding accomplishments
by project teams and individuals.

Civilian applications of the
center’s work have had a
tremendous impact on government, industry and the community.
But, while Johnsville has
kept the naval air arm
abreast of technological innovation, in the field and, in

doing so, aided the general
public, it has not been without
opposition.
Critics of defense spending
have argued against the millions the Navy pours into
Johnsville every year for development work.
Local municipal officials

‘ationwide Naval Research-!
‘..

have staunchly opposed housing plans for the center’s enlisted personnel and efforts to
close off Jacksonville rd.,
which runs through the heart
of the security-sensitive installation.
But the center, now in its
25th year, remains the primaresearch-and-development
ry
headquarters for the nation’s
naval air power.
Located on 752 acres at
Jacksonville and Street rds. in
Warminster, Johnsville was
acquired by the Navy in 1944.
It took over the Brewster Aircraft Corp. plant on the site.
The center’s mission during
the war involved conversion
i and modification of Navy air-

craft for fleet combat units.
After the war. Johnsville
(known to those ‘assigned to
the base as NADC) began research and development actlvities in earnest. Through the
years, various functions of the
Naval Materials Command
functioned into the framework
of the center’s present m&sion.
Today, the center also maintains departments at the Navy
Base in South Philadelphia
and a sonar-testing quarry
near Oreland in Montgomery
County.
Research and development
at the center has had its impact in such far distant places
as the bot.tom of the sea (sub-

Continued from First Page
test and evaluate projects at
the center is rated as the
most advanced of its type in
the world.
ACILITIES include a cenF
*‘*
trifuge that
can ‘exactly simulate conditions in highspace
speed-aircraft
and
trarcl.
The centrifuge, the world’s
largest, consists of a spheroid
gondola, 10 feet in diameter,
mounted at the end of a
50.foot tubular-steel arm.
Driven by a 4000-horsepower
motor, it can accelerate loads
up to 1000 pounds to 40 Gs 140
times its own weight) in 6
seconds. Vacuum can be regulated
to
the
100,000-footaltitude level during motion,
and temperatures can be regulated from 40 to 110 degrees
Fahrenheit.
Other major technical facilites include:
-Power and environmental
equipment for testing ideas
and equipment.
-An extremely flexible network of computers.
-A building designed specif-

marine-detecting devices) and
the moon (perfecting tlonorga-

nit lubricant for color television transmission).
While all projects at NADC
are geared to the military application of science and tech.
nology, department heads, supervisors and project workers
see universal applications for
much of the center’s work.
Among some of the more
interesting unclassified pro.
jects they can describe are:
-Implanting the written
matter from every page of every hook in the city’s Free ment.
Library system onto a single
Much of the equipment used
grain of salt.
-A system which would to research, design, develop,
permit a pilot in a crippled Continued on Page 4, Column 1

ically to trst Inertial-guidance
systems for such things as
space missions. It contains a
“quiet laboratory” designed
and constructed to keep noise
and vibrations to an absolute
minimum. The testing area
contains 12 piers bonded to
bedrock well below the surface of the earth.
equip-Structural-testing
ment capable of exerting compression and tension up to 5
~million pounds.
; -A bio.astronautical test laboratory which provides controlled conditions for determin’ ing psychological and physiol/ ogical aspects of long-term
/ flight operations.
:i: * :*
OHNSVILLE’S commander,
Capt. Frank W. Ewald,
credits much of the praise
given the center to its high
degree of professionalism on
the staff of 2200 civilian and
450 military personnel.
1 “Many can do better financially on the outside,” the captain said, notin,n the more than
1000 technical or professional
, de,nrees attained by staif mcm1
1 bers.

J

aircraft not only to eject hlmself from the piane, but to fly
his seat to the nearest landing
field.
-A program which, would
give a city complete trafficcontrol patterns for a pro.
posed highway or expressway
complex even before roadwork
or land acquisition is begun.
-Simple blood tests that can determine such psycholog.
ical factors as combat fatigue I
and schizophrenia.
All of these are now in use, .’
or ready for final develop-

But, he said, employes prefer to remain at then center.
where “they can be at the
sta5e of the art,” which translates to operating at the outer
limits of knowledge.
Capt. Ewald said both civilipersonnel,
Navy
an
and
though not ranked high by civilian salary schedules, have a
great deal of responsibility because of their contacts with
large segments of government
spending, which includes this
y e a r ’ s $85 m i l l i o n N A D C
-budget.
“They have influence out Of
proportion to their pay scale,”
he said.
Capt. Ewald ,is a firm. believer in the need for the defense work he oversees.
“I believe the country aid
the taxpayers as a whole are
go_ing to want tb m a i n t a i n
strength on the high seas,”
the captain said. “The activiti.
es at the center are essential
to maintaining these capabilti.
ies.”
The country must maintain
certain responsibilities in itr
role of world leadership, hf
said.

“We are in the insurance
business,” Capt. Ewald said,
explaining that world power is
an essential to world peace.
In light of President Nixon’s
de-escalation policies in Vietnam, the Johnsville commander said, “it is tempting to
think that the taxpayer will be
getting out of the defense
business, saving on taxes.
“But as long as we .are in a
position of world leadership,
there is a need for military
defense capabiliti,?s.”

To Be Continued Thursrlay
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The large domed building in lower right in this aerial photo is the “quiet ~_
room,” a below ground structure at Johnsville Naval Air Development Center
ii1 which guidance instruments are tested for missiles and aircraft.

PcZot Suits to Sub Detectors

.

Johnsville Aids Navy Flyers
samad in a series
By J0SEPH DUNPHY
Of Tits Inquirer Stuff
a n d developESEARCH
mqt projects carried out
at Johnsvilla Naval Air Development Center appear in
every Navy aircraft currently
in operrtion.
Johnavllle’s w o r k r a n g e s
from development of fireresistant suits for pilots to
such things as a system of
complex computerized instruments for the detection of submarines from aircraft, Project
A-NEW.
The A-NEW system, one of
the center’s most publicized
gifts to naval warfare, was
designed and developed by the
Systems Analysis and Engineering Department (SAED)
at Johnsville.
It combines many submarine sensing devices into a single unit controlled and coordinated by computers.
According to SAED director
Frank Whiteman, A-NEW employs radar, e l e c t r o n i c
sonobuoys, infra red and other
scanning equipment and magnetic anomoly detectors.
“This sensing information is
fed hrta a computer, programmed to disregard false
alarms,” the director said.
“Results are then put on a
central display which tells the
operator exactly where the
sub is located and what it is
doing.”
By combining the sensing
devices, the pilot and his crew
have full information on the
submarine and are able to
make a reasoned decision on
what course of action the aircraft should take, Whiteman
said.
He noted that a new aircraft, the S-3A, is being specifically designed to carry the
“integrated avionics system.”
“The A-NEW system is hecoming standard fleet equipment,” the director added.
Johnsville, located at Street
and Jacksonville rds. in Warminster, is composed of seven
dealing
departments
with
aeronautical
systems
and
components and research and
development work in aviation
medicine.
The departments and a limited description of their functions are:

R

Engineer Norman Yastrov runs combat shnulation tests coordinated by computers in the cockpit
of Phantom F-4 11, the Navy’s best jet aircraft.
:

Research psychologist Don Morway works in gondola of Johnsville Naval
Air Development Center centrifuge, testing reaction in cockpit transplanted
from F-4 fighter to extreme stress, particularly that of a high-speed spin.

Aero Electronic TechnologyHandles aeronautical electronic systems in the area of ant&&marine, antiair, strike
Jnd electronic warfare.
Aero Mechanics - Aircraft
and missile aerodynamics and
that of related systems.
Aerospace Medical Research
- Wide& a n d investigation
with emphasis on physiological aspects of acceleration on
the human body.
Systems Anrlysis and Engineering-Development and improvement of concepts of naval warfare, backed by a major network of computers.
Aero Structures-Checks on
structural reliability and adequacy of naval aircraft and
air-launched missile systems.
Aero Materials - Work in
the fields of aerospace material: and airborne equipment.
Aerospace Crew Equipment
- ‘Establishes criteria for air
crew safety escape, survival
syStems and related equipment.
Johnsville maintains a naval
air facility that has the aircraft, material and services to
sufiport the operations of departments in the center’s
structture.
* * l
WO m a j 0 r simulation
projects at Johnsville have
been beneficial to pilots by
plunging them into critical situations that most of them
would not otherwise experience.
One, termed “Kiwi.” con-

T

sists of two equipped cockpits
that are computer-fed with
complete performance functions of every known aircraft
in the world.
Instruments in the cockpits
- and a screen that, simulates
the pilot’s view of the earth’s
contour and opposing aircraft
- simultaneously react to
control directions given by the
pilots.
Both pilots can engage in a
simulated
using
dogfight,
weapons from any of a dozen
major airpowers;
The dogfight, the director
said, is not only good experience for pilots, but is a practical way to evaluate performances of different types of
aircraft under combat conditions.
In Aerospace Medical Research, another and even
more exacting simulation project is in effect.
Richard Crosbie, head of the
department’s dynamic simulation division explained a spin
simulation test for the F-4B,
the Navy’s standard jet
fighter.
The centrifuge, the world’s
largest, has a lo-foot-diameter
gondola mounted at the end of
a 50-foot tubular steel arm
that can simulate the G forces
a pilot feels when the high
speed jet goes into a dive.
“By means of a hybrid
(analog and digital) computer, the pilot can receive a
certain ride.” Crosbie said.
“The computer also notes
what he does with the stick
(Controls).”
He expl ined when an F-4
goes into 1 spin it is almost
impossible for even the most
experienced to bring it out.
This results in the loss of an
expensive craft and sometimes
fatalities.
With the spin simulation,
however, pilots get first-hand
experience on the effects of
spins and, with their computer-controlled instruments,
learn to pull the plane out of a
dive.
*r*
FFICIALS emphasized that
most of the projects are
the direct results of ideas

0

from staff members.
And the iders most often
are sparked by ‘a system that
funnels information on techaological innovation and experimentation
througdrout t h e
country *to the center, giving
research personnel an opportunity to combine findings,
theories on new equipment
a,nd processes into a springboard for new areas of work.
Capt. Edward J. Kingsbury
Jr., director of the Aero
Mechanics Department, cited
the “quality people” the Navy
employs at Johnsville.
01 tie 2600 civilian and military personnel, more than 1000
have technical and professional degrees.
“Projects start with good
ideas that come from technological forecasts, things that
will be needed,” Capt. Klngsbury said..
His department can boast of
such projects as a camera
that can detail footprints from
an altitude of 40,000 feet, an
aerial delivery system employing rockets that can place
supplies on pinpoint location to
isolated troops and targets for
aerial gunnery that can be
towed UD to 100.000 feet behind
an aircraft. ’
+ l l
HE Navy encourages its
T personnel to submit ideas
for evaluation and funding,
Capt. Kingsbury said, and,, in
fact, there is untagged money
in the center’s budget for just
such a purpose.
“There are no good ideas
that you can’t get funded,”
the captain added.
Projects at the center have
saved countless lives, ht
noted, because safety and sur,
viva1 have been of paramouni
impo&nce in every depart
ment.
This figure, he said, is hari
to compute when you try tt
put down on paper the actua’
benefits of many of the pro
jects.
The aero mechanics direct01
termed the work at Johnsvillc
“a real genuine national JI
set.”
To be continued Sunday.

Engineer John Messmer sits on one of 12 piers
attached to bedrock beneath Johnsville’s “quiet

laboratory” while he checks data on an inertial
guidance system used in aeronautic navigation.

6Efficienc!u9 Is Z&word at JohnsviZZe

Naval Center ‘Spinoffs’ Help Society
By JOSEPH DUMPHY

Of The Inquirer Stuff
Third in a Series
AXES that support the $85
m i l l i o n badget at Jobnsville Naval Air Development
Cen@er might well b- regarded
as a matter of investment.
Most of th.e installation’s projects benefit not only the Navy
but business indmustry and society as a whole.
“Abnoslt evcrytbing we do
here has civilian application,”
noted Johnsville commander
Capt. Fra,nk W. Ewald. Work
at the center has been a p plied in s u c h wide-ranlging
areas as city government, com-

T

mercial airline operations and
l&e teaching of handicapped
obildren.
Industry plays a large part
i developmen,t projects at the
center, projects which num,ber
a.bout 800 a#t any given time in
the aeronautical field alone.
Result of tbe center’s close
rela,tionship with industry generally is an increased efficiency and cost reduction in
the projects.
.4t th,e start of many new developments, NADC establishes
specificaStions after preliminary
engineering a n d feasibility
tests on a concept.
The ideas that provid’e the

basis for most project: usually
come from personnel at the
center who have at their comm a n d t h e chantnels t h r o u g h
which reports on technical advances and research flow.
Working with information refined at Johnsville, speoificationls fol. the project are set. A
manufacturer must meet these
specifications, a’lthough he is
allowed freedom of design and
construction.
A contractor is selected from
among many qualified producers by competitive bidding to
the Navy standards.
After be demonstrates that he
ha’s aln acceptable performing

design, he is autohrized to stari
production.
The finished product is test
ed and must show high reliabil.
ity. The manufacturer musl
show ability to meet tight spe,
cifications.
If the project fails to mee
tests, it will not be purchasec
until the contractor, througt
rework, proves he can mee
requirements.
* * *
HE Navy benefits directly :
in the development of life ~
and material-saving devices
credited to the center.
Through the patent office art

T

Continued on Page 5, Column 1

George Stewart, an engineer at Johnsville,
checks stopwatch during test on accelerometer, a
delicate component of the inertial guidance system,
niounted on one of the test piers in the “quiet lab.”

‘Efficiency’

Is By mod

Johnsville ‘Spinoffs’
Help General Public
Continued from First -‘age
Johasvillc, the military has
also realized savings of millions of Navy dollars by havinp royalty-free licenses to inventions i,t might otherwise
h.dv; had to pay to use.
But i,t is th,e general public
that receives the most benefit
from the operation’s at the
Street and Jacksonville rds.
center in Warminster.
One project, in particular,
has such far-reaching gos6ibilities that imt could make an $85
million budget seem like a drop
in the bucket compared to the
helo it could bring to children
who are hard of h;aring.
The uroiect is callel NAACH
t!ion-ico&tical Coupling to the
Head). It is being develmed
as part of a communicalions
headset for pilots.
It malkes hearing possible
without the transmission of
sound waves.

The device developed in
Johnsville’s lab produces electrical impulses which cre;Lte
other impulses when placed on
the skin. The combination is
carried bo the inner ear through
the underlying bone structure
of the skull.
The pfoject is a cost-saving
device for the Navy since the
impulse delivery device need
be nothing more complex than
an ordinary washer. The skin
performs the functions of a
diarplhra,gm .
Einer Johnson, head of the
command and control division
of the Aero Electronic Techndogy Departme& said the
deuice has been tested at a
school for children who were
born with hearing defects.
He said the teachers marveled at the results of the earpiece because it permitted
them to speak to a child while
standing next to him.
Presently utilized systems
require the teacher to stand at
the front of the room at a fixed
microphone tied into an amplifier tuned to full power and
shout to make himself heard
by the children who wear heavy earphones.
If th’e teacher tries to alppreach a child, feedback from
the microphone’s proximity to
the earphone will override and
prevent the child from hearing
anything but a flood of sound.
The Navy device, because it
does not transmit sound waves
which cause feedback, affords
the teacher an opportunily to
work closely with the children.
Also, since there is no feedback the child can talk i n t o

the microphone and hear his
own,wcwds as he speaks, an
invalwble teaching tool since
the your@er can make immediate adjustments in his
speedh after hearing corrections from the instructor.
* * .
NOTHER project is being
carried on in the “quiet
laboratory,” a building designed tn shield equipment from

A

noise and vibration.

Inertial

guidance and navigation systems are under test and developnent i n t h e p a r t i a l l y
burie& dome-roofed structure.
The test area contain’s 12
piersa#ttached, not to the building, lout to bedrock 40 feet below ble surface.
Navigation systems evaluated in the “quiet room” measure notion (accelerations and

CAPT. FRANK W. EWALD

velocities) and can tell a pilot
exactly where he is at any
siven time independent of any
kind of ground .or star reference.
This means that a pilot or a
ship’s captain can maintain
constant pinpoint determination
of position.
Capt. Ewalld sees o’ne of the
most important contributions
the government and Johnsville have made to local government is development of
systems analys’is engineering
through use of computers a,nd
simulatioa.
“It has helped local government solve massive problems
they couldn’t even consider
solving before,” the captain
said.
The system permits a community to propose a prahlem
or a major project and study
almost instantly an infinite
number of potential solutions
for each.
HROUGH the USC of corn.
T
U*r:simulation ol
puters and
all the facets of each prohlem,
the best feasible and inexpen.
sive answer can bc worked
out, eliminating the trial and
error method on which citie:
annually spend millions for
less than full-value projects.
Technological development5
can offer direct benefit to pub,
lit agencies and private in,
dustrp.
Caot. Ewald menltionrd thal
pol& work and plant securit)
could be improved by simpl,
e m p l o y i n g t h e ceater’s de
velopments in the fields .of sub
marine detection and low lighi
television.
The Federa Aviation Agcnc)
(FAA), Johnsville’s comman
der noted, could apply other
techniques developed by the
center in the areas of air co1
lision avoidance and the time
saving tasks of taxiing plane!
in the fog, or inclemen
weather.
Johnsville is using minute
amounts of atomic sources and
ultra - sensitive radiatior detectors in air safety dcvelopmenlt.
Officials in all departments
at the cen’ter elaborated on
civilian application of their
Navy-oriented projects to support the view that the govern.
ment’s investment is money
spent.

To Be Continued Thursday
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Warminster Political ShouZs

Housing Baffles Johnsville
Ry JOSEPH DUNPHY
Of The Inquirer Staff
Last in a Series
HALLENGING the seem-

ingly impossible and
winning is almost an everyday occurance at Johnsville
Naval Air Development Center.
Yet, after many years of
research and testing, one
problem still eludes the minds
that oversee the installation
- how t.o achieve an harmonious relationship with surrounding communities.
Through the years, two
problems have gone unsolved:
IIousing for the center’s 450
Navy personnel, and the fact
bhat Jacksonville rd. bisects
lhc center.
Jonsville has met u n w a v ering opposition from Warminstcr Township forcing Navy
men to live in deteriorated or
means
beyond
expensive
housing, a n d t h e securitysensitive center divided by a
heavily traveled road.
Johnsvillc’s
commander,
Capt. Frank W. Ewald, said
he prcfcrrcd not to renew the
battle by talking about closing Jacksonville rd.
“Officially, the project has
held in abeyance,”
hrcn
Ewald said of a plan to swing
Jacksonville rd. around the
western portion of the center.
Ewald said the Navy wants
to close or divert the road for
a multipicity of reasons: security, traffic, communications and movement of fire

equipment.
Township officials contend a
new road would take valuable
jndustrial land and mean loss
of high tax acreage.
The Navy says the land
t,akcn would be along the
Reading Co. tracks and involve little industrial acreage.
In fact, the rerouted highway
would provide access to the
Camden Fiber Mills Industrial Park, west of the center.
The State Highways Department wanted to do the roadwork last year when they began widening Street rd. to
four lanes, but the Navy,

bowing to township protests,
backed off.
Ewald said the problem
will have to be resolved in
1970.
“We have to press for an
answer from the township on
our proposals. Leaving the
thing in the air is impossible,
from a planning standpoint.”
Improvements and expinsion are in the works for the
center, he added, as well as
plans to move in several departments from Philadelphia
Naval Base.
H E bi,ggest proh!em i s
providmg adequate housing at rentals covered by
Navy allowance for quarters.
The Navy is attackmg the
problem or. three fronts: Get-,
:ing hou;;.rg built on the
base, as a long-range soluiion; extending thz l e a s e d
housing law, and drcc loping a
guest housing program.
L o c a l o f f i c i a l s s a y new
housing at Johnsville would
strain Warminstcr municipal
facilities and schools, and
hus increase taxes.
Johnsville has proposed a
complex to
$5.5-million
provide 300 housing units for
married.enlistcd men and officers, assigned at the center
and at ncarhy Willow Grove
Naval Air Station. Congress
deleted this item from military construction bills in 1967.
Enlisted men would have
been given lodging according
to family size and c h a r g e d

only their housing allowance.
Warminster protested that
the township would have to
finance the estimated $360,000
cost of water and sewage facilities plus a school for an
estimated 600 children in the
complex. All that could mean
a I-mill tax increase despite
Federal subsidies.
Ewald said each installation
must put in its own bid for
Navy housing, and competition is very keen.

1

“Whenever civilians are ad- tary careers, since a large
verse to the housing ”
percentage of them halie to
put: thl2
said, Yt * virtually
’
installation out of the running moonlight to meet their bills.
But, while the center has
with the other competition.”
Ewald talked about a new had its differences with Warminster, it has given the
concept of Navy housing.
“We look over commercial township an array of services
housing design in the local 1 and con’tributions;
Bv oDeninrr its facilities to
community and pick one out
’ schools; Sc&ts and civic
for the Navy personnel.
“This provides better ho- groups, providing assistance
mes for less money, and the and speakers for local govhousing is compatible with ernment functions and establishing scholarshin programs.
the community.”
the center (Capt.- gwald was
* * l
soecificallv cited in a Navv
OHNSVILLE is not in the
Navy’s 1971 program for report for” his attitude towar&
community relations)
has
housing, the captain added.
Under the leased housing gone a long way toward
government bridging communication gaps.
the
program,
The Navy aims to have a
r e n t s h o u s e s t o m i l i t a r y harmonious relationship its
pesonnel and the housing al- srrounding communities. It
lowance is given to the gov- plans to be around for a long
ernment.
time.

J

Until December 1968, Johnsville had such housing, but
the government ruled the center failed to met base specifications for An extension of
the law to cover Johnsville is
being sou,;ht, Ewald said.
The guest housing program
would provide motel-type accommodations at bhe center

while new personnel look for
housing. Eaald said the men

are now in a poor bargaining
position, and are forced to
take eithe poz or expensive
accommodations for their
families.
Another law under consider.
ation, Capt. Ewald mentioned, would pay the quarters allowance on an area basis.
At present, a family man at
Johnsville gets the same
housing allowance as a man
in the South where rents are
generally much lower.
“This law would be . .a

cheaper alternative to provme
housing, than to pay military
nersonnel on a level with civiiians.”
Ewald said present housing
allowances make it difficult
for men to continue in mili-

